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 The balance between the two parties begins to be under pressure. More intense than ever because its wife Dimitri is pregnant, Ana must do everything to win back her husband and his family. But in fact their marriage is threatened by the arrival of an unknown in the family of Dimitri, who is out to get his revenge for all the wrongs and abuses he suffered in his childhood. As time passes, the two
families will have to put their differences aside in order to save their marriage, without losing the baby that is still in the womb of Ana. And it is the arrival of a mysterious force which will challenge them in a way they have not expected, to find the key to their happiness. The only thing that they all need is love... The story has been passed the Greek tragedy style with dramatic tension, many twists and

surprises. The Electra had the three (three) main characters: The enigmatic and mysterious father, the businessman/woman (wife), the elected spouse. From these three characters two new characters were created: The wife's mother, the estranged uncle and The family council. The drama consists of events, flashes, tests and surprising discoveries. It has the feeling of a woman empowerment coming
from the story of Electra. With a focus on Greek culture, the scenario is informed from the last 20 years through contemporary references. The scenario of Electra, a great drama about passion and dreams, will definitely enchant the audience. Every one will have the opportunity to relate to the events and characters of the plot because the story is enriched with the most significant dramatic elements,
while the music, the setting and the music are executed with perfection. The title of the play, Electra, was chosen based on its brilliant music, the tragedy of the female Electra and the passion in Greek history. The action of the play is set in the first half of the 20th century, a time in which women were gaining in importance, are seen to have the right to chose and to be free. The whole action takes
place in Greek, and the characters are all Greek, like the protagonist, Electra. The scenarios of the play of Electra have been created based on the Greek culture, with characters and stories that have been influenced by the Greek tragedies. Production This production includes new techniques and equipment which make it a unique experience for all the audience. This production of Electra has the

support of many Greek organizations and companies such 82157476af
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